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Abstract
This paper deals v/ith the situation In Belgium with respect to the
non-destructive inspection used by the manufacturers of fuel pins
and fuel assemblies.
The pins are, typically» stacks of oxide pellets enclosed in metal
tubes with welded closures at each end. The present paper gives
an enumeration of the non-destructive tests and measurements applied
to the basic material and the fuel pin before and after assembly»

I. Introduction
The representative manufacturing industries of nuclear reactor fuel
elements and fuel assemblies in Belgium are M,M.N. (uranium-enriched
fuel elements) and BEL60NUCLEAIRE (Plutonium-enriched fuel elements).
Each of these factories possesses its own control service.
The aim of S.C.K./C.E.N. is to support the Belgian industry carrying
out basic research either for fabrication and for control.

jl. General Philosophy; of^non-destructive testing

As in any industry, the overriding purpose,of non-destructive controls
during the pre-production and production' stages, is to ensure that
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each component has achieved a certain level of quality, so that they
will perform satisfactorily over the period of service and under the
most stringent conditions. This calls for an inspection at the various
stages during component fabrication. Any variation that will impair
service performance constitutes a defect in the context of the quality
control. The permissible level of these variations depend not only on
the specifications but also on the manuractonng economics.
There are three reasonably distinct stages in the fabrication of fuel-
element assemblies :
- acceptance and categorising of materials and components needed for
fabrication of fuel-element assemblies (tubes, rods, end-plugs,
springs, fissile material)

- fabrication of semi-finished and finished components (pellets» fuel
pins and assemblies)

- Checking the integrity of finished products (fuel pins and assemblies)
At each of these manufacturing stages, particular non-destructive

techniques are required to ensure the maintenance of quality and
conformity in production components. Looking forward., they can also
provide data to assist in further design and development.
These techniques enable also statistical interpretations in cases
where 100 % non-destructive control is not needed to garantee the level
of confidence written in the specifications.

The general philosophy given in II demonstrates the importance of
the controls performed at the acceptance stage. The results obtained at
that stage are necessary for the fabrication and the characterization
of the final product. Some of the characteristics are inspected uniquely
by the supplier and delivered by certificate. The characteristics of prime
importance however are controlled in co-operation with the supplier of
the material
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Tests dijHnfabri cat ton

Here, process control and monitoring is applied as to ensure that
no structural variations or defects of one sort or another are introduced
at the various stages during fabrication,

The same philosophy is applied as in II.1. Tests are performed
on the final product to ensure the level of confidence written in
the specifications. Some characteristics of the final product however
are verified only by checking the validity of the'process control,
taking into account the certificates obtained at the acceptance stage.
Tests at this stage are performed following an agreed control plan
and if required in the presence of a client representative

The methods of non-destructive testing and measurement as applied
by the manufacturing industries M.M.N. and BELGONUCLEAIRE will be
considered under headings, corresponding to the three distinct stages
in the fabrication of fuel element assemblies.

^
material and components

Fissionable material : U and Pu
Non-fissionable material : Stainless steel and Zircaloy 2 and 4
Components : rods for end-plugs, end-plugs, pellets, springs, tubes,

tubes with welded closure at one end, hoiddown-devices,
plates...

Applied test methods : see table 1.
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a

Components : pellets of uranium oxide
pellets of mixed uranium and plutonium oxide

Applied test methods : see table 2

III.3. Testsj[pĵ £hec:_kijiiĝ J:he ̂

Finished products : fuel pins and assemblies
Applied test methods ; see table 3.
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Table I

and components

Types Characteristics Test Methods3 References
General

Dimensional

Aspect

FineStructure

enumeration
identification of lot
indexation
weighing
procedure of fabricator
qualification
amount of U
amount of Pu
amount of fissionablematerial
external and internal
lenght
diameter
thickness
boring
bow
position
width
depth
aligment
perpendicularity
angle
density
quality of thread
colour
fine surface
cleanness
outern defects

- longitudinal andtransversal defects
- inclusions

verification of product
certificates and reports
accountability
balance

(8)(9)

(7)

gauge
micrometer
microscope
special fixture
projector
balance
ultrasonics

U)(2)

- visual
- comparison with standard
- surface finished meter
- microscope
- autoclave
- ultrasonic pulse-echo method

- eddy-currents
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Table I (continued)

Integrity of welds shrinkage holes
penetration
porosity
fissures
inclusions
leaks

- X~ray
- leak testing

_1

This table represents a listing of the main characteristics and a listing
of the main methods. No direct concordance has to be seen between each items
of both columns.
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Table Ií

Tests and measurements during fabrication

Types

Dimensional

Aspect

Enrichment

Characteristics*
length
diameter
density
shape
dish volume
shoulder width
weight
fine surface
colour
surface cracks-chips-pits
cleanness
amount of Pu and Ü
homogeneity Pu and U
distribution Pu and U

Test methods*

gauge
micrometer
microscope
balance
special equipment for ;diameter and density

- visual
- comparison with standards
- surface finished meter

- spectro -i - a
- balance
- calculation

References

(4) (5)

See table I.
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Table III
Tests for checking the Integrity of finished products

Types
General

Dimensional

Aspect

Integrity of
welds

-Radiography

-tightness

Loading

Characteristics
enumeration
identification
indexation
procedure of fabrication
qualification
weight
external lenght
diameter of welded zone
bow
positioning
aligment
colour
finished surface
cleanness
decontamination
external defects
external defects welds

shrinkage holes
penetration
poros i ty
fissures
internal inclusions
micro-leaks
macro-leaks

weight
distribution of PuaU
density distribution
position of springs
position of pellets

Test Methods*
verification of product
certificates and reports
balance

gauge
micrometer

Visual
comparison with standard
microscope
^-detector
surface finished meter

- X-ray

leak test
pression test
ultrasonics
balance
/-detector
neutron-detector
neutrography
n.y-coïncidence detector
X-ray

References

{10)

See table I.
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